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An Evaluation of Inductances of a Squirrel-Cage
Induction Motor Under Mixed Eccentric Conditions

Jawad Faiz, Senior Member, IEEE, Iman Tabatabaei Ardekanei, and Hamid A. Toliyat, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper presents a more precise model for compu-
tation of three-phase squirrel cage induction machine inductances
under different eccentric conditions. Generally, available tech-
niques are based on the winding function theory and simplification
and geometrical approximation of unsymmetrical models of the
motor under mixed eccentricities. This paper determines a precise
geometrical model under the mixed eccentricity conditions and
evaluates the inductances. Meanwhile, the evaluated inductances
are compared to those calculated using different approximate
geometrical models and the best approximation is recommended
for a geometrical modeling of induction motor under eccentricity
conditions.

Index Terms—Inductance computation, rotor and stator eccen-
tricities, three phases induction motor, winding function approach.

NOMENCLATURE

Rotor angle (in mechanical degree)
Rotor circumferential angle
Average radius of air-gap in nonsymmetrical condi-
tions
Air-gap length in nonsymmetrical conditions
Air-gap length in symmetrical conditions
Mean radius of air-gap for symmetrical condition
Length of stack
Stator inner radius
Rotor radius in eccentric condition
Rotor radius in symmetrical condition
SE coefficient
DE coefficient
Winding function of winding
Turn function of winding
Pitch of slot containing winding
Geometrical function of induction motor
Mutual inductances between windingand

I. INTRODUCTION

I NDUCTION motors have small air-gap and they are vul-
nerable to slight variations in the dimensions of the motors.

The nonuniform air-gap distorts the air-gap flux density distri-
bution giving rise to harmonic traveling waves of flux density.
Although some approaches could significantly reduce the mag-
netic force wave relevant to the eccentricity that induced distor-
tion of the air-gap flux density, the rotor remains eccentric. This
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imbalance performance of the motor is classified based on the
type of the rotation of the rotor inside the stator bore. These are
described as follows:

1) Static Eccentricity (SE):Static rotor eccentricity occurs
when the rotor rotates about its own centerline, but this
centerline does not coincide with that of the stator bore.

2) Dynamic Eccentricity (DE):Dynamic rotor eccentricity
(DE) occurs when the rotor rotates about the centerline
of the stator bore, but this centerline does not coincide
with that of the rotor itself. The result is that the position
of the minimum air-gap rotates with the rotor.

3) Mixed Eccentricity (ME):In this case, both rotor symmet-
rical and mechanical rotation centerlines are displaced in-
dividually in respect to the stator symmetrical centerline.

It is deduced that in the static eccentricity the functions of
air-gap length and its average radius from the stator center are
not constant but are independent of the rotor angular position
However, in the dynamic eccentricity, in addition to the nonfixed
functions, they depend on the rotor angular position. The role
of these functions in the inductance calculation leads to more
complicated equations and computations compared to the case
in which the stator and rotor centerlines coincide. Thus, in all
cases (SE, DE and ME), geometrical model of the motor is un-
symmetrical and the air-gap is not uniform. Also, the air-gap
mean radius is a function of the rotor circumferential angle [2].
This leads to complicated equations describing the motor. How-
ever, efficient traditional techniques such as d–q model may not
be used for solving the electro-dynamic equations of the motor.
Many papers have been published concerning the electric mo-
tors performance with eccentricity of the rotor and stator center-
lines. In [2], [4] this has been solved from unbalance magnetic
pull (UMP) computation point of view. In [5]–[7] the winding
functions are used in order to estimate the inductances of the
motor analytically.

Recently, a three-phase induction motor has been analyzed
and simulated in the ME case using finite element (FE) tech-
nique. Generally, two approaches have been used to analyze
the motor performance. The first is the magnetic field computa-
tion and the second is the direct computation of the inductances.
The magnetic field computation is based on the numerical tech-
niques such as finite elements [1]–[3], [7]. In direct computa-
tion [5], [6], [8], these inductances may be then used to predict
the performance of the motor. The major difference in various
analytical approaches is the type of winding functions. In [5] a
modified winding function approach and in [6] step variations
of winding function have been used. In recent years, the effect
of linear rise of magnetomotive force or winding function con-
sidering the linear effect of MMF has been employed. Obvi-
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ously, this approach is more precise and reliable, which takes
into account more harmonics [8]. However, all available tech-
niques simplify the geometrical model of the motor by approxi-
mating the inverse length and mean radius of the air-gap. These
approximations are applied in several stages, from geometrical
evaluation of these functions up to the determining the inverse
of the air-gap length.

This paper determines a precise geometrical model of induc-
tion motor for general ME condition. The approximate models
for SE and DE, used in different papers, are extended for a gen-
eral ME condition. By comparing these models, an approximate
model is recommended which is more precise than the avail-
able models without increasing the computation time. It is noted
that the calculation is limitted to the geometry and several other
physical problems such as local saturation and leakage flux have
not been considered. Finally, evaluated inductances using this
precise geometrical model are compared to the calculated in-
ductances using other approximate models and the advantage
of the proposed technique is emphasized.

II. A PRECISEGEOMETRICAL MODEL OF INDUCTION MOTOR

FOR ME CONDITION

Different inductances of induction motor can be calculated
based on the multiple coupled circuit model using winding func-
tions, air-gap length and mean radius inverse functions. Obvi-
ously, the winding functions of the stator winding and rotor rings
of the motor do not change in eccentric conditions compared to
the symmetrical condition. However, the inverse functions of the
air-gap length and the mean radius will change with respect to
the symmetrical case. It is intended to calculate these two func-
tions analytically, which express the geometrical model of the
motor. Fig. 1 shows the geometrical model of induction motor
for unsymmetrical condition.

Referring to Fig. 1, the length and the mean radius of the
air-gap inverse functions are as follows:

(1)

In order to describe the geometrical model of the motor,
versus the rotor circumferential angle and the rotation angle
in mechanical degree must be calculated. The length of at
an angle is obtained by intersection of the rotor circle equation
and line, while the rotor has anglewith respect
to the mechanical reference (stator axes). In order to determine

Fig. 1. Cross-section of induction motor for ME condition.

the rotor circle equation in stator frame, the following equation
can be written by referring to Fig. 2.

(2)

Intersection of (2) and line leads to the following
equation: See equation (3) at the bottom of the page.Referring
to (1) and (3), the following equation is obtained: See equation
(4) at the bottom of the page.In order to describe the geometrical
model, the geometrical characteristic is defined as follows:

(5)

Variation of this function for a 4 poles, 11 kW induction motor
with specifications given in Appendix A [5] in different eccen-
tricity conditions, has been shown in Fig. 3.

III. A PPROXIMATE GEOMETRICAL MODELS FORINDUCTION

MOTOR WITH ECCENTRICITY CONDITIONS

The first and the simplest approximation that has been used
for analysis of induction motor in eccentric condition is as fol-
lows:

(6)

Thus, the geometrical characteristic of motor is simplified as

(7)

(3)

(4)
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Fig. 2. Position of symmetrical axes and rotor rotation in the stator
coordinates,O the rotor axes andO! is the rotor rotation axes and
OO = g � andOO! = g �.

Fig. 3. Variation of geometrical characteristic of an induction motor over
reference mechanical angle(') in different eccentricity conditions.

To calculate UMP in induction motor with static eccentricity,
Dorrell [2] has shown that:

(8)

Although Dorrel has used an infinite series for his UMP eval-
uation, others employ the first two terms of the winding func-
tion. For instance, for dynamic analysis of the dynamic eccen-
tricity, Joksimovic [5] has employed a geometrical model given
by

(9)

This model made approximation up to the 2nd harmonic as
described below.

To analyze static and dynamic eccentricity of induction and
synchronous motors, a simple geometrical characteristic of the
motor has been used in [6], and by neglecting the variation of
the airgap mean radius, it is considered by

(10)
This model only takes into account the first harmonic for ge-

ometrical model of the motor as: .
Non of these models describe different eccentricity condi-

tions comprehensively and each one presents dynamic or static
eccentricity. An attempt has been made to extend the model pre-
sented by Dorrell into a precise geometrical model of induction

motor for a general mixed eccentricity. For this purpose, the in-
verse function of the air-gap length is converted as

(11)
where:

(12)

Based on (11) and (12), this extension is carried out. Thus, ex-
tension of the geometrical modeling techniques corresponding
to and yields:

(13)

(14)

where and are calculated according to (12). Fig. 4 com-
pares the percentage of error for these two models in respect to
the actual model and it shows that model is only 1 to 2%
more accurate than model , while computational time is con-
siderably longer.

Fig. 4 indicates that the errors of 2nd and 3rd techniques in
ME condition are same when 3rd technique has more computa-
tion. In the remaining part, it is shown that if the air-gap mean
radius is ignored and instead one term of expansion of series
(8) is included, a precise geometrical model is obtained without
change of computation time. Therefore:

(15)

Fig. 5 compares the relative error of this model with mode.
As seen, the error of the proposed model is 2 to 3 times lower
than other models.

IV. I NDUCTANCES OFINDUCTION MOTOR FORECCENTRICITY

CONDITIONS

Generally, MMF of the air-gap produced by current of
winding at angle in respect to the stationary stator reference
is given by

(16)
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Fig. 4. Comparison of relative error of geometrical models� and� .

Fig. 5. Comparison of relative error of the suggested models.

Where is the winding function of winding . Refer-
ring to Fig. 1, the differential of magnetic flux due to winding

which crosses the corresponding air-gap over angleis:

(17)

Where is the air-gap length, and is the mean
radius of the air-gap. The differential of flux-linkage between
winding and is calculated as follows:

(18)

where is the turns function of winding . Taking into
account the rotor mechanical angle:

(19)
If the center lines of stator and rotor are in parallel and the rotor
bars are assumed in parallel to the stator center line and sym-
metric around the center line and symmetric around the rotor
cylinder, (19) will be written as:

(20)

It is noted that generally cannot be replaced by
in (20) and this assumption is valid for symmetrical

and uniform air-gap. Using the geometrical characteristic of the
motor leads to:

(21)

All inductances of induction motor can be calculated from
(21) using winding functions and geometrical characteristic of
the motor. The winding function method is an analytical tech-
nique in the actual space in which all space harmonics of the

Fig. 6. Turns functions of the stator phase A.

Fig. 7. Turns functions of the rotor loop 1.

winding MMF are taken into account. A salient feature of this
technique is its capability to simulate the mechanical asymmetry
and fault of stator and rotor windings. The winding function
used in this work takes into account the linear variation of MMF
on the slots. Figs. 6 and 7 show the turn functions of the motor.

V. CALCULATION OF INDUCTANCES

In this section, inductances of the induction motor for dif-
ferent eccentric conditions (SE, DE and ME) are calculated.
This is carried out using the precise geometrical model,
the approximate geometrical model of Joksimovic , and the
suggested approximate geometrical model .

A. Self- and Mutual Inductances of Stator Phases

In symmetrical case, these inductances are independent of the
rotor mechanical angle. Generally, in ME case they are function
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Fig. 8. Mutual inductance between phase A and B of stator Top:DE = %25, Bottom: (DE = 25%, SE = 40%).

Fig. 9. Self inductance of rotor loop 1: (DE = 25%, SE = 40%).

Fig. 10. Mutual inductance between the first loop of the rotor and stator phase A (DE = 25%, SE = 40%).

of . It can be shown that in a pole induction motor taking into
account harmonics and above, the angleappears in the
stator inductances calculation. The weaker approximations of
geometrical model leads to a linear rise of the inductance com-
pared to the symmetrical case. It is noted that in SE case these
inductances are independent of. Fig. 8 shows the mutual in-
ductance between phase A and B of the stator. It indicates that
the suggested geometrical model largely increases the accuracy
of the inductance calculation. As shown in this figure, the mu-
tual inductances of stator phase in the dynamic eccentricity ob-
tained by the proposed and exact models, depends upon, but
these inductances are independent ofif the model presented
in [9] is used.

B. Self- and Mutual Inductances of the Rotor Loops

It is clear that the inductance between rotor turns in DE case
is independent of the rotor angle. But in SE case it is a function
of angle . Fig. 9 presents the self-inductance of the first turn of
the rotor in ME case.

C. Mutual Inductances between Rotor and Stator

Fig. 10 shows the mutual inductance between the first rotor
loop of and phase a of the stator for different eccentric cases. As
seen, the suggested approximate geometrical model agrees well
with the results of the precise model.

Mutual inductances between the stator phases and the rotor
turns are not equal to the mutual inductances between the rotor
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Fig. 11. Mutual inductance between stator phase A and the first loop of the rotor (DE = 25%, SE = 40%).

TABLE I
SPECIFICATIONS OF THEPROPOSEDINDUCTION MOTOR

turns and stator phases, for different eccentricities. Fig. 11
shows the mutual inductance between the stator and the fist
turn of the rotor. These figures also indicate the accuracy of the
proposed technique.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Although the number of terms in the proposed geometrical
model is the same as the model given in [9], the method pre-
sented in this paper is more accurate, as shown in Figs. 8–11.
This leads to an improved performance prediction of induction
motor. It has also been shown that by taking into account
harmonics, the influence of angleapprears in the calculation
of the stator inductances. This results an increase in the accu-
racy of calculating machine inductances. Thus, in the analysis
of induction motors having large number of poles, a precise ge-
ometrical model must be used or extra terms of the expansion
given by Dorrel must be considered.

APPENDIX

SPECIFICATIONS OF THEPROPOSEDINDUCTION MOTOR

See Table I.
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